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Key Message
M
Waterr and land po
olicy innovattions for povverty reduction has to taake into acco
ount the
broadeer context in
n which theyy take place both horizontally and veertically i.e., across
policy sectors (con
nsidering varrious policy frameworks
f
s that may bee related to them,
even only
o indirectly) and across governance scales.

Summ
mary
Analyyzing the govvernance of an issue co
onsists of stu
udying the different
d
formal and info
ormal
institution
nal and policcy arrangemeents around which
w
both public
p
and no
on‐public acttors interact. Very
often it im
mplies bearin
ng in mind a broader pictture than thee one immed
diately surrou
unding the sp
pecific
issue we are
a most dire
ectly interesteed in (in our case,
c
pro‐poor mechanism
ms in land and water accesss) and
being awaare that therre may be so
ome unexpeccted interactions between
n several poliicy sectors. Paying
P
attention to this requires acknow
wledging thaat there mayy be a gap between thee level of official
o
ons and the re
eality as it ap
ppears in acto
ors’ practices. The public policy
p
analysis (PPA) tradittion is
declaratio
particularrly suited to account
a
for such
s
a gap bu
ut so far has been negleccted to describe concretely the
“state at work” or the
e “politics from below” in the African countries.
c
Thiis PPA traditio
on also recoggnizes
the necesssity to focus on various governance leevels, which iss particularly crucial in devveloping countries

where the influence of international norms is particularly high. We expect, however, to find that
regional, national and local levels are not simply implementing international prescriptions but do have
an agenda of their own. Therefore our goal is to really focus on the multi‐level interactions of these
different scales. Finally, since no policy measure ever takes place in a vacuum, we emphasize the
necessity of considering the broader context both historically as in the other WPs but also horizontally
(interactions across policy sectors) and vertically (multi‐level interactions) like in our case.
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